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Greetings! I shall begin by quoting my hero Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

“You can resolve to live your life with integrity.
Let your credo be this: Let the lie come into the world,
let it even triumph. But not through me.” - Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
2
We should not be here today, going by the law. I was dragged before this Committee on just one week’s notice back in
January 2013 on a Docket that has been around from November 2010.
3
Between November 2010 and January 2013 BORIM received numerous full letters and tons of evidence from me laying
out every little aspect of the false charges brought against me by Cambridge Hospital.
4
BORIM already knew I had been fully exonerated on these same false charges by Cambridge’s own hand-picked Fair
Hearing Panel whose official Verdict has been fully ignored by Cambridge to this day. After I was exonerated, Cambridge
concocted a malicious LIE that I “Voluntarily Resigned in order to Avoid an Investigation.”
5
After my exoneration Cambridge paid The Greeley Company to concoct a bought-and-paid-for Report that reasserted
all the conscious lies that the Fair Hearing had disproved and rejected.
6
In premeditated and willful violation of the Massachusetts Peer Review Statute, Cambridge gave this purchased Peer
Review Report to James Paikos at BORIM and NOT the Fair Hearing Panel’s Report. There is no other way he could have gotten a
copy. This is not the only instance where Cambridge willfully violated the Peer Review Statute. They also put the facts of my PeerPrivileged Fair Hearing on the internet via Lexis/Nexis so that it would be visible to anyone anywhere who wished to credential
me. Only after I threatened their attorney with disbarment was that information ostensibly removed from the internet.
7
In the Hearing before this Committee James Paikos submitted that this Report had been Independent, written by an
Expert and had been commissioned by himself on behalf of BORIM as part of his “comprehensive independent investigation” of
this Docket from November 2010 to January 2013.
8
James Paikos quoted VERBATIM the summary within this purchased Report, paid for by Cambridge and not by BORIM,
when he urged this Committee to immediately suspend my License to practice medicine as his “comprehensive independent
investigation” was complete, COMPLETE! and he had determined that I am an imminent, IMMINENT! danger to the public, which is
what one should be to have one’s license summarily suspended. Furthermore, he urged this course of action without revealing the
name and credentials of the author of this purchased Report, thus ensuring that there could be no voir dire. I was to lose my
license and profession on the basis of an anonymous accusation. TO THIS DAY I have not been given this information.
9
I pointed out to the Committee that James Paikos was a criminal corrupt proxy shilling for Cambridge Hospital in willful
premeditated violation of the US Constitution, the Massachusetts Bar and Massachusetts law. James Paikos, through BORIM,
willfully maliciously and in a premeditated manner deprived me of my right to face my accuser and corruptly subverted the
course of justice in a quasi-judicial case with automatic oversight by the Massachusetts Court of Appeals.
10
I further pointed out that 5 of the patients on the list provided to BORIM by Dr Rachel Nardin at Cambridge were still
my patients that day, that they were still happy with my care and that they had wanted to come say that to the Committee but I
had informed them that they would not be allowed their say and would have to spend a chunk of their life in a boring waiting
room with a fake plant.
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At that point BORIM Vice Chair Dr Healy asked James Paikos if he had spoken to any of the patients on the list in whose
name ostensibly he was urging the summary suspension of my medical license. James Paikos was forced to reveal that he had
never contacted any of them, even by telephone, even once, for his alleged “comprehensive independent investigation” for BORIM
from Nov. 2010 through Jan. 2013. It is important to note that James Paikos is being paid by the hardworking taxpayers of
Massachusetts. He is on their payroll and not on the payroll of Cambridge Hospital.
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Both in person and in subsequent letters to this Committee I made it entirely clear that on behalf of Cambridge, James
Paikos was dragging out my exoneration on this docket as I am unable to credential with insurance companies till my name is
cleared.
13
I also made it absolutely clear that I had been unable to earn a living from November 2010 and that I was caring for my
patients for free. BORIM has officially known this from April 2012 and here is the signed Receipt.
14
Even if BORIM claims it was unaware from April 2012 that willfully dragging this docket out from 2010 blocked me
from earning a living, it most certainly knows it from January 2013.
15

BORIM is entirely responsible for my being willfully blocked from earning a living since at least January 2013.
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After the January 2013 Hearing I was owed a Verdict by the Committee.
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There is zero legal or ethical justification to account for these 15 months of silence.

18
There is absolutely zero legal or ethical justification for a do-over of that Hearing from January 2013 today as
absolutely nothing is new in this case. This case was old and proven false even before it got here. Dragging me here today is pure
harassment and further willful malicious subversion of the course of justice. It reminds me very much of my hero Solzhenitsyn
who was dragged in without notice by Forward-leaning Progressives for interrogations through much of his life. Here is what the
great Galina Vishnevskaya said about it - [attachment]
Naturally this Progressive Commonwealth behaves the same way.
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All that is accomplished by this repeat Hearing today, this blatant willful premeditated malicious second bite at the
apple, is that James Paikos has reset the clock on the statute of limitations.
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The original charge from Cambridge that I sold prescriptions to KNOWN drug addicts was proved to be a total LIE. There
were and are no addicts in my neurology practice. And a few of those patients are in this room today, still outraged at the willful
defamation of their character by Cambridge. In November 2010 Dr Rachel Nardin actually phoned my patients, called them drug
addicts without ever setting eyes on them and then called their PCPs to say the same. My patients then proved they were and are
not drug addicts at all.
21
After that charge was proved by the Fair Hearing Panel to be a willful malicious lie, Cambridge withdrew that charge
from it’s BORIM complaint and changed it to “Problems with Interpersonal skills and behaviour.”
22
Here is an Award I received from the nurses at Cambridge for Excellent Interpersonal Skills and behaviour. I set a record
at Cambridge as I received this Award within 7 months of starting work there, a record that is sure to never be broken. Very very
few physicians receive this Award as it takes a lot to impress Massachusetts nurses.
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BORIM has known about this Award from April 2012.

24
BORIM has also known from 2012 that Dr Rachel Nardin had put together this list of patients for Cambridge’s own
malicious purpose and that going by this list only aids and abets Cambridge’s purpose. I had even informed BORIM about the
ruling in Harris v Bradley, where a malicious patient list was used and then condemned by the Connecticut Supreme Court.
25
This exact same list of patients was also sent along with Cambridge Hospital’s Dr Julian Harris when he was appointed
Director of MassHealth. Predictably I was threatened with an Audit by MassHealth using this very list, even though I was seeing
patients for free. It was a classic piece of intimidation by abusing government machinery. Exactly what James Paikos is doing here.
I informed MassHealth they were maliciously breaking the law and the Audit simply vanished. POOF!
26
There is one further interesting point about this list of patients here today. This list is missing one patient from the
original that lasted from November 2010 through January 2013. Clearly James Paikos has taken the bought-and-paid-for Greeley
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Report to heart. This purchased Report “opined” that in 9 out of 10 patients on this same list my care was substandard. Ergo James
Paikos has simply tossed one random patient off the list. After all in this totally bogus malicious case it does not matter who he
tosses off the list.
27
I should make it clear to the Committee that these patients here are a small part of my patients who were outraged by
Dr Rachel Nardin’s total disregard for both patients and the standard obligations of physicians in Massachusetts. She knew for one
full year that she was going to throw out their neurologist but could not be bothered to have arrangements in place for their
continued care. One of my MS patients almost DIED because Dr Rachel Nardin deliberately gave him tPA in the midst of a massive
MS attack. She told him that Third World doctors do not know MS and that surely he was having a stroke.
28
40 of my patients wrote strong heartfelt complaints to this Committee against Dr Rachel Nardin. Every single complaint
was summarily tossed by Loretta Kish Cooke and James Paikos, who instead aided and abetted the very same Dr Rachel Nardin by
maliciously and corruptly harassing me which naturally hurts my patients all over again. Not only did my patients’ complaints get
heartlessly dismissed, their access to quality care was further threatened by these 2 criminals abusing BORIM machinery.
30
These patients thus came today to bear witness to this ongoing corrupt travesty and to see how this Board spends their
hard earned tax dollars. They have witnessed already that despite being proved back in January 2013 to be a corrupt criminal,
James Paikos has been allowed by this Board and the current Progressive Administration of Deval Patrick to continue abusing
government machinery on behalf of Cambridge Hospital and to continue victimising both these patients and their neurologist by
dragging him in for a second bite at the apple and keeping the docket open for 4 years.
31
The letter sent in on the 8th of May 2014 to inform me of this Hearing on the 28th clearly states that Complaint
Counsel James Paikos recommended disciplinary action against my license in January 2013 and that it remains in effect.
32
Despite that reality, James Paikos’ rejection of my request for detailed records pertaining to this docket, including the
identity of the accuser purchased by Cambridge Hospital and whose purchased Report was used by James Paikos to try throwing
me out of medicine and deprive these patients of their neurologist includes the statement that we are still in the “PREDISCOVERY” phase and that I am still not entitled to know the identity of my accuser.
33
Another fascinating statement by Complaint Counsel James Paikos in that same letter is that “most of said allegations
are incorrect.” Most! Most! He actually wrote that on Government letterhead. And they were not allegations. I stated actual facts.
I am perhaps the straightest cleanest most-law-abiding honest physician in Massachusetts.
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In summary BORIM has over these 4 long long years abdicated it’s responsibility to serve as a neutral upholder of professional standards and to confirm whether Cambridge’s
claim that I “voluntarily resigned to avoid an investigation” is supported by evidence such as a Resignation Letter
served as a willing proxy for Cambridge Hospital’s illegal retaliation against a public employee who blew the whistle on
Medicare Fraud and patient neglect
used a malicious patient list that was provided by Cambridge Hospital to serve it’s own agenda
used a secret peer-privileged report paid for by Cambridge Hospital and actively concealed this fact
used accusations by an anonymous person to recommend summary suspension of a physician’s license
actively blocked the physician from facing his accuser and kept the accuser’s identity secret for an additional 15
months
actively blocked the physician from obtaining public records pertaining to this docket by claiming in May 2014 that this
case is still in the “PRE-DISCOVERY” phase even though the investigation was officially declared complete in January
2013 and the recommendation to suspend the physician’s license still stands
actively obstructed justice and consciously disregarded fundamental Constitutional principles and usual Board
procedure
deliberately dismissed 40 patient complaints against Dr Rachel Nardin while still doing her bidding unlawfully
deliberately delayed a physician’s exoneration despite a bogus case and proven criminality by BORIM staff in order to
bankrupt the physician and drive him out of the state
THE WHOLE THING IS UNDENIABLY UN-AMERICAN!
BORIM should exonerate me fully before the end of business today. Everyone would also agree I am owed a letter of
apology for this 4-year long corrupt unlawful persecution on behalf of Cambridge Hospital. Of course that is a stretch
given this Progressive Commonwealth and this Progressive Deval Patrick Administration. Which reminds me of this other
great book by Solzhenitsyn about Progressives - “We Never Make Mistakes.”

